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Neurons in cortical layer 5B (L5B) connect the cortex to numerous
subcortical areas. Possibly the best-studied L5B cortico–subcortical
connection is that between L5B neurons in the rodent barrel cor-
tex (BC) and the posterior medial nucleus of the thalamus (POm).
However, the spatial organization of L5B giant boutons in the POm
and other subcortical targets is not known, and therefore it is unclear
if this descending pathway retains somatotopy, i.e., body map orga-
nization, a hallmark of the ascending somatosensory pathway. We
investigated the organization of the descending L5B pathway from
the BC by dual-color anterograde labeling. We reconstructed and
quantified the bouton clouds originating from adjacent L5B columns
in the BC in three dimensions. L5B cells target six nuclei in the anterior
midbrain and thalamus, including the posterior thalamus, the zona
incerta, and the anterior pretectum. The L5B subcortical innervation is
target specific in terms of bouton numbers, density, and projection
volume. Common to all target nuclei investigated here is the mainte-
nance of projection topology from different barrel columns in the BC,
albeit with target-specific precision. We estimated low cortico–sub-
cortical convergence and divergence, demonstrating that the L5B cor-
ticothalamic pathway is sparse and highly parallelized. Finally, the
spatial organization of boutons and whisker map organization
revealed the subdivision of the posterior group of the thalamus into
four subnuclei (anterior, lateral, medial, and posterior). In conclusion,
corticofugal L5B neurons establish a widespread cortico–subcortical
network via sparse and somatotopically organized parallel pathways.

somatotopy | corticothalamic projections | whisker system |
posterior medial thalamic nucleus | thalamus

Acommon feature of sensory systems is the topographic or-
ganization of their ascending pathways from the sensors to

the cortex. A prominent example of topographic projections is the
rodent whisker system in which the arrangement of whisker follicles
on the snout of the animal is mapped at each synaptic station up to
the cortex, where the whisker map forms the cortical barrel field of
rodents (1). Although this strict topographic organization is well
established for the ascending pathway (2), the extent to which this
map organization continues beyond the primary somatosensory cor-
tex via descending projections to subcortical structures is less clear.
One major target of descending cortico-efferent projections is the

thalamus, which is innervated by two distinct corticothalamic
pathways. First, neurons in cortical layer 6 (L6) provide numerically
large and somatotopically organized (3) feedback to the sensory
thalamus. Secondly, layer 5B thick-tufted neurons (L5B) innervate
exclusively higher-order thalamus with sparse but uniquely large
driver synapses and unclear somatotopic organization (3–5).
Probably the best-characterized example of a L5B target nucleus
is the lateral part of the posterior group (PO) in the thalamus
(POm), where cortical L5B neurons provide the dominant synaptic
input (6, 7). Receptive field studies support somatotopic organiza-
tion of the POm even though an anatomical whisker map has not
been shown (8). L5B neurons also project to the ventral thalamus,
midbrain, and brainstem (4, 5), but the organization of their pro-
jection fields is unknown. Here we investigated by quantitative
anatomy whether cortico–subcortical projections to the thalamus
and anterior midbrain are somatotopically organized.

We labeled barrel cortical boutons by dual-color anterograde
tract tracing to reconstruct the 3D location of giant L5B boutons
in the entire thalamus and the anterior midbrain. We found discrete
bouton clouds in four areas of the dorsal thalamus, one in the
ventral thalamus (zona incerta, ZI), and another in the anterior
pretectum (APT). L5B projections to each of these areas were
somatotopically arranged, thereby mapping the whisker pad to
subcortical areas. The somatotopic precision, map orientation, and
numbers of boutons were target-area specific and revealed the
subdivision of the PO into four distinct L5B target nuclei.

Results
Labeling of L5B Neurons and Boutons. We labeled cortico–sub-
cortical boutons by depositing two different adeno-associated virus
(AAV) constructs in the barrel cortex (BC) of seven mice (Fig. 1 A–
C and Fig. S1). Transfected cells expressed the presynaptic marker
Synaptophysin fused to either GFP or mOrange (Fig. 1C) (9).
Deposits were targeted to L5 and labeled on average 91 [median;
first quartile (Q1): 50; third quartile (Q3): 141] L5B neurons in 3
(Q1: 2; Q3: 4) barrel columns. Dual virus deposits were always
nonoverlapping, with their borders being 260 μm apart (Q1: 221 μm;
Q3: 355 μm; equivalent to approximately two barrel diameters). In
mice, the interbarrel septa are much less prominent than in rats
(10). Viral deposits included barrel and septal regions (Fig. S1), so
putative barrel- or septal-specific projection patterns (11) could not
be distinguished. Following fluorophore expression, we acquired
images of the entire thalamus and adjacent midbrain regions via
mosaic confocal fluorescence microscopy (Figs. 1 D and E and 2 A–
D and Fig. S2). These images were used to reconstruct the position
of giant synaptic boutons (Fig. 2 E and F). Only boutons with ap-
parent diameters >1.5 μm were defined as giant boutons originating
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from L5B neurons. Smaller boutons are from L6 and were ignored
for the analyses (4). We thus generated 3D reconstructions of
subcortical L5B bouton clouds in the entire thalamus and anterior
midbrain (Fig. 2G and Movie S1).

Target Areas of L5B Neurons. Dual viral deposits in the BC (Fig. 3
A and E) labeled separate L5B bouton clouds in the thalamus
and the anterior midbrain (Figs. 1 D–E and 3 B–D and F–H and
Movie S1) as well as in the superior colliculus, pontine nuclei,
and trigeminal nuclei. Using cytochrome c oxidase and Neuro-
Trace labeling (Figs. 1 D and E and 2A) allowed us to register
the bouton clouds to the coordinates of the mouse brain atlas
(12). We identified the following L5B target areas in the thala-
mus and the anterior midbrain: four spatially segregated clouds
in the PO (Fig. 3 B and F), one in the ZI (Fig. 3 C and G), and
another in the APT (Fig. 3 D and H). Table 1 lists the centroids
of the bouton clouds for each of the reported nuclei in coronal
mouse brain atlas-equivalent coordinates (12). We found that
the four bouton clouds in the PO were arranged in the horizontal
plane and together formed an ellipsoid (Fig. 3 B and F). Based
on the cytoarchitecture corresponding to these clouds, we sug-
gest that the PO can be subdivided into four subnuclei (Figs. 1 D
and E and 2 A, D, and E). In accordance with established naming
conventions, we refer to these four PO subnuclei as anterior PO
(POa), POmlateral, POmmedial, and PO, triangular part (PoT).
In contrast to earlier reports (13, 14), we found only weak or

no labeling in the ventral posterior lateral nucleus (VPL). Fur-
thermore, amid numerous small boutons (Fig. S3C) from L6 (4),
we detected few large boutons in a posterior area of the ventral
posterior medial thalamic nucleus (VPM) (Fig. S3D), as reported
previously (15). However, the low numbers of large boutons (fewer
than three boutons per labeled L5B neuron on average) in the
VPM and VPL prevented detailed analyses.

Bouton Cloud Quantifications. We quantified bouton sizes and
numbers, as well as volumes and densities of bouton clouds, in six
target nuclei in the thalamus (four of which were within the PO)
and anterior midbrain. L5B bouton median diameters were 2.6 μm
when labeled with GFP and 2.9 μmwhen labeled with mOrange (no
deconvolution was applied). Bouton diameters in the different
target areas were comparable, and medians ranged between 2.3 and
2.9 μm with GFP labeling and between 2.6 and 3.2 μm with mOr-
ange labeling (Fig. 4A and see Table 1 for quartiles).
We next estimated the average number of boutons supplied per

labeled L5B neuron by normalizing bouton counts in the different
nuclei by the number of fluorescently labeled somata in L5B for
each experiment. Because not all neurons in L5B are projection
neurons, the reported numbers of boutons are lower-bound esti-
mates. The median number of giant boutons supplied by single
labeled L5B neurons was highly variable across target areas and
ranged between 5.8 and 29.5. According to these estimates, a single
labeled L5B neuron supplies most boutons to the POmlateral and
APT (median >24 boutons), whereas the ZI receives ≈18 boutons,
and the POa, POmmedial, and PoT receive fewer than 10 giant
boutons (see Fig. 4B and Table 1 for details). Normalizing bouton
numbers by the ratio of the labeled column volume to the average
column volume, we estimate that one column supplies ≈1,000 giant
boutons to the POmlateral and APT and between 220 and 480 giant
boutons to the other target nuclei (Table 1 and Fig. S4).
When approximating bouton cloud volumes per labeled L5B

neuron in the respective nuclei, PO subnuclei (excluding the PoT)
had the smallest cloud volumes, with fewer than 1.1e4 mm3 per
labeled L5B neuron, whereas in the PoT, APT, and ZI boutons
were spread over significantly larger volumes (Fig. 4C and Table 1).
As a measure of innervation density, we calculated bouton cloud
densities in the respective targets. We found the highest bouton
densities in the POmlateral, with a median of 3.7e5/mm3, significantly
higher than in all other nuclei (Fig. 4D and Table 1). POmmedial
bouton densities were intermediate (1.5e5/mm3), whereas POa,
PoT, and APT densities were below 1e5/mm3 (Fig. 4D and Table 1).
We further estimated soma densities based on a subset of experi-
ments with NeuroTrace colabeling. We found comparable soma
densities of ≈4.5e4/mm3 in the PO and APT, similar to previous
reports in the rat (16). In the ZI we estimated a lower density
(2.2e4/mm3) (Fig. 4E and Table 1).
The ratio between bouton density and soma density in the target

area yielded an estimated average of available giant boutons per
target neuron in the different nuclei (Fig. 4F and Table 1). In all
subcortical target areas, individual neurons are estimated to receive
few (<10) giant boutons. Neurons in the POmlateral were estimated
to be targeted by approximately eight boutons, whereas neurons in
all other analyzed areas receive significantly fewer boutons (fewer
than four). In summary, L5B neurons innervate subcortical target
nuclei sparsely with the strongest innervation in the POmlateral.

Somatotopic Segregation. The reconstructed bouton clouds from
the dual injections in the BC showed little overlap in the sub-
cortical nuclei (e.g., Fig. 3D), suggesting somatotopic organiza-
tion of the L5B cortico–subcortical projections. As a measure of
somatotopic segregation, we estimated the degree of overlap
between clouds with a generalized linear model (GLM) ap-
proach (17), which identifies and quantifies boutons in mixed-
color areas (Fig. S5). In Fig. 5 A and B the GLMs are illustrated
as the border surfaces between GFP- and mOrange-labeled
bouton clouds. The advantage of the GLM approach compared
with alternative volume and binning methods for measuring
overlap is that the GLM approach is much less dependent on
cloud shape, bouton density, or bin size. We found that bouton
clouds overlapped to different degrees depending on the target
nucleus. The POm (medial and lateral) and APT had median
overlaps of 19–30%, whereas the POa, PoT, and ZI had overlaps
of more than 40% (Fig. 5C and Table 1). The negative correla-
tion between the border distance of the two deposits in the BC
and the resulting subcortical overlap was significant in the
POmlateral and APT (P < 0.05, Pearson correlation).
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Fig. 1. Cortical bouton labeling and borders of subcortical target nuclei.
Subcortical L5B boutons in the thalamus were labeled by virus-mediated
expression of two different fluorescent proteins in barrel cortical neurons.
(A) Schematic showing dual injection of viral particles encoding Synapto-
physin–GFP (SP–GFP, green) and Synaptophysin–mOrange (SP–mOrange, ma-
genta) into the BC and projections in the thalamus (modified from ref. 12).
(B) Merged confocal fluorescence image of tangential sections of the BC at the
level of layer 4, showing barrels (gray; Streptavidin staining) and deposits of SP–
GFP (green) and SP–mOrange (magenta). (C) As in B, but at the L5B level with
labeled L5B somata. Barrel outlines are from B. (D) Horizontal section (cyto-
chrome c oxidase staining) containing L5B target nuclei in the thalamus: (POa,
POmmedial, POmlateral, PoT, and APT). The VPM, thalamic reticular nucleus (Rt),
striatum (Str), and hippocampus (HC) are indicated for orientation. Zona
incerta is shown in Fig. S1. (E) An image at a level similar to that shown in D
but stained for neuronal somata by NeuroTrace. (Scale bars: 500 μm in B–E.)
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In summary, L5B projections from neighboring areas in the BC
to subcortical target nuclei are largely segregated with a varying
degree of overlap depending on the subcortical target nucleus, in-
dicating L5B cortico–subcortical somatotopic organization.

Whisker Projection Maps. Rowish (Fig. 3 A–D) and arcish (Fig. 3
E–H) dual virus deposits in the BC yielded different relative
bouton cloud positions in the target nuclei, raising the possibility
that the BC whisker map is projected to subcortical target nuclei via
L5B projections. Therefore we tested if bouton cloud positions can
be predicted from the relative positions of deposit sites in the BC.
We fitted and evaluated linear regression models to the data, using
the relative deposit locations in the barrel field as input and relative
bouton cloud centroid locations in each target nucleus as output.
POmlateral and APT bouton clouds could be predicted accurately
(prediction SEM 2° for the POmlateral and 3° for the APT), and the
prediction errors for the other nuclei were only slightly larger (6° for
the Poa, 7° for the POmmedial, 9° for the PoT, and 5° for the ZI),
indicating projection maps of L5B origin in the target nuclei.
Furthermore, using the fitted models to predict virtual purely

rowish and arcish deposits, we estimated the individual barrel field
projection map orientations in the thalamus and anterior midbrain
(Table 1). In the four PO subnuclei, whisker arcs 1–7 are arranged
from dorsal to ventral. In contrast, whisker rows A–E are organized
concentrically from the outside to the center of the PO, e.g., in an
anterior–posterior direction for the POa and in a lateral–medial
orientation for the POmlateral (see the schematic in Fig. 6 and unit
vector directions in Table 1). Notably, the center of the PO was
always devoid of cortical giant boutons (Fig. S6), even when de-
posits included E row cortical columns that project to the innermost
part of the PO. Finally, in the APT, projection rows A–E point
posterolaterally, and arcs 1–7 point ventroposteromedially, whereas
in the ZI the projection rows point anteroventrally, and arcs are
oriented medially.
In summary, L5B inputs endow each target nucleus with an

individually oriented somatotopic whisker map. In combination,
the four whisker maps in the PO form a circular row structure
from outside to inside and a homogeneous arc orientation in the
dorsal-to-ventral direction.

Discussion
On anatomical grounds the POm is part of the whisker system,
and POm cells are responsive to whisker deflections (2, 8, 18),
but the function of the POm in whisker processing is still unclear
(19, 20). The main synaptic drive of the POm originates in the BC
in L5B (6, 7, 18). Anatomical and physiological properties point
to the possibility of substructures in the PO, albeit not conclu-
sively (21, 22). Here, using quantitative neuronal projection
tracing, we found that L5B giant boutons cluster in four spatially
segregated regions of the PO. Additionally, the ZI and APT—two
regions that were shown to inhibit POm (23, 24)—receive sub-
stantial input from L5B. Two-color labeling of L5B boutons
revealed that in each target area bouton clouds repeat the relative
spatial arrangement of the whiskers on the animal’s snout. Thus,
descending L5B projections are somatotopically arranged into
whisker maps with target-specific orientation.
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Fig. 2. Reconstructions of subcortical L5B bouton clouds. Shown are ex-
amples of confocal sections and bouton reconstructions. (A–C) Individual

channels of horizontal sections through L5B target nuclei in the dorsal
thalamus. (A) Somata (NeuroTrace staining; gray). (B) GFP-labeled L5B
boutons (green). (C) mOrange-labeled L5B boutons (magenta). (D) Overlaid
sections A–C. Dashed lines indicate borders of PO nuclei. (E) Reconstructed
boutons from B and C (green and magenta, respectively). Bouton diameters
are up-scaled twofold to increase visibility. Arrows indicate orientation (L,
lateral; P, posterior). (F) Enlarged view of the boxed area in D but without
the NeuroTrace signal. Arrowheads mark examples of putative giant L5B
boutons (>1.5 μm). Small puncta (s, <1.5 μm) were excluded; “x” indicates
examples of boutons that had their maximum brightness in an adjacent
z-section. (G) 3D illustration of reconstructed boutons from experiments in
A–F. Major grid lines are spaced by 500 μm. (Scale bars: 500 μm in A–D and F;
25 μm in E.)
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Methodological Considerations.We labeled the cortico–subcortical
pathways from L5 and L6 in the mouse BC with Synaptophysin–
fluorophore fusion proteins (25). Compared with L5 projections,
L6 innervates the thalamus densely with small boutons (Fig. S3)
(4). Here, we investigated the cortico–subcortical pathway from
L5B by focusing on boutons with diameters >1.5 μm, thus ig-
noring L6 boutons. To do so, we optimized the imaging pa-
rameters for large boutons. The sparseness and size of L5B
boutons allowed us to sample coarsely in the z-direction (optical
sections spaced by 10 μm) and thereby image the whole brain. To
counteract signal loss through z-undersampling, we increased the
size of the pinhole. With this low-resolution imaging approach,
individual L6 boutons either were not resolved and appeared as
regions with high background because of their high density and
small size (Fig. S3) (4) or were excluded from the analyses be-
cause of their small diameter (<1.5 μm).

Subdomains in the PO. Bouton cloud reconstructions revealed four
distinct L5B input areas in the dorsal thalamus, which together
form an ellipsoid in the horizontal plane. The POmlateral,
POmmedial, and posterior (PoT) (12, 22) target areas are clearly
within the PO. Based on Paxinos and Franklin’s mouse brain
atlas (12) the anterior bouton cloud is located in the ventral
lateral nucleus (14). However, we could not find a cytoarchi-
tectural border between the anterior cloud area and the PO
(Figs. 1 D and E and 2A). Furthermore, according to the Allen
Mouse Brain Reference Atlas (13), this anterior target area is part
of the PO. We therefore suggest that the anterior bouton cloud is
within the PO and refer to it as the “anterior PO” (POa). Thus,
L5B in the BC targets four areas in the dorsal thalamus: the POa,
POmmedial, POmlateral, and PoT.
Each PO subnucleus had a characteristic 3D organization of

L5B boutons. First, the POmlateral had the highest bouton

Table 1. Projection parameters for each target area

Nucleus

Coordinates
in mm from
bregma Interquartile

summary
statistics

Bouton
diameter,

μm Boutons
per L5B
neuron

Boutons per
column

Volume per
L5B neuron,
10−4 mm3

Volume per
column,
10−4 mm3

Bouton
density,
10−4/mm3

Soma density,
10−4/mm3

Boutons
per soma Overlap, %

Map
orientation

(L/A/V)

L P V GFP mO
Rows
(A–E)

Arcs
(1–6)

POa 1.0 1.3 3.2 Median 2.58 2.86 5.8 263 0.6 24.4 7.0 3.26 2.2 60.3 L −0.23 −0.16
Q1 2.33 2.56 3.4 120 0.4 18.0 6.0 2.54 1.9 26.7 A −0.59 -0.99
Q3 2.95 3.15 16.0 384 1.3 47.1 12.3 4.69 3.8 63.6 V 0.70 0.02

POmlateral 1.4 2.0 3.3 Median 2.88 3.20 24.4 1,027 1.1 32.0 36.5 4.50 8.1 18.7 L −0.21 −0.82
Q1 2.56 2.86 16.7 707 0.6 25.3 18.4 3.90 4.1 13.2 A 0.38 0.55
Q3 3.40 3.65 53.3 1,551 1.6 47.2 47.0 4.86 10.4 23.0 V 0.90 −0.14

POmmed 0.8 1.7 3.2 Median 2.64 2.88 6.0 223 0.5 15.4 14.9 4.50 3.3 21.0 L −0.45 0.94
Q1 2.33 2.58 3.3 140 0.2 10.9 12.2 3.58 2.7 17.8 A 0.26 0.30
Q3 3.04 3.26 9.1 265 0.7 29.3 24.5 5.30 5.4 26.5 V 0.86 0.15

PoT 0.9 2.3 3.3 Median 2.56 2.73 9.3 319 1.7 63.9 3.5 4.89 0.7 43.9 L −0.20 0.63
Q1 2.24 2.44 2.9 95 0.6 26.9 2.3 3.53 0.5 32.9 A 0.58 0.73
Q3 2.88 3.15 13.8 399 3.7 118.9 6.9 5.56 1.4 64.9 V 0.79 0.27

ZI 1.3 2.4 4.3 Median 2.31 2.58 17.9 483 5.0 161.0 2.6 2.23 1.2 58.3 L −0.93 −0.34
Q1 2.05 2.31 4.6 223 3.0 109.1 1.6 1.33 0.7 47.0 A 0.02 0.43
Q3 2.58 2.86 28.3 557 13.7 263.8 3.6 2.65 1.6 75.0 V 0.36 0.83

APT 0.8 2.7 3.1 Median 2.44 2.64 29.5 1,003 2.2 67.7 9.2 4.31 2.1 29.8 L −0.44 0.94
Q1 2.24 2.44 10.7 415 0.7 30.3 7.9 1.85 1.8 25.2 A −0.74 −0.21
Q3 2.73 2.95 43.5 1,551 3.7 131.0 19.8 6.02 4.6 34.2 V 0.50 0.28

Summary of parameters of L5B projections to the six target nuclei in thalamus and anterior midbrain with medians (bold) and first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartiles, where applicable.
Coordinates are equivalent to the mouse brain atlas (12). Diameters are affected by the fluorophore [GFP or mOrange (mO)]. Map orientations are given as unit vectors in the cardinal
directions: lateral (L), anterior/posterior (A/P), and ventral (V). Procedures of calculations are given in SI Materials and Methods.
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densities; bouton densities in the PoT and POa were significantly
lower (Fig. 4D). Second, the precision and orientation of the
corticothalamic maps were specific for each PO subnucleus (Fig.
5C). As a consequence, the PO contains four differently oriented
whisker maps (Fig. 6). It remains unclear if the cortical projec-
tions into the four PO subnuclei are paralleled by inputs from
other sources. For example, the spinal trigeminal nucleus inter-
polaris innervates only approximately one third of the PO, but
whether this pathway targets specific PO subnuclei cannot be
derived from the dataset (21). Previous physiological studies also
hint at functionally different populations in the PO (21, 22).

L5B Projection Organization.We used the relative locations of viral
deposits in the BC and respective relative bouton cloud locations
to estimate the organization and precision of whisker maps in the
target areas.
In the PO subnuclei, projection arcs were oriented in ap-

proximately the ventral direction (i.e., C3 projections were lo-
cated ventrally of C2 projections). Projection rows, in contrast,
always pointed in the direction of the PO center (e.g., the A-row
projections surround those from row B) (Fig. 6). However, the
very center of the PO did not receive boutons from the BC (Fig.
S6). In accordance with receptive field mapping (8), we hy-
pothesize that the PO center region receives cortical input from

somatosensory cortex corresponding to the rest of the body. We
found target specificity not only for map orientation but also for
somatotopic precision. Although dual virus deposits in the BC
were nonoverlapping, subcortical bouton clouds overlapped to a
certain degree. Comparing all four PO subnuclei, we found that
the POa and PoT had the highest projection overlaps and therefore
received less precise somatotopic L5B input. The POmlateral and
POmmedial had the lowest percentage of overlaps (∼20%) and thus
had the highest projection precision. This result is in accordance with
previously reported corticothalamic projection map specificity (in-
cluding L6) to the POmlateral that was suggested to be similar to that
of the VPM (26). Another study, in which adjacent barrel columns
were labeled (11), indicated no discernable somatotopy from the BC
to the POmlateral. These different results suggest that viral deposits at
various distances within the BC together with 3D reconstructions of
giant bouton clouds are necessary to reveal the somatotopic
organization.
In addition to the PO, L5B also projects substantially to the

GABAergic nuclei ZI and APT (2). Although both nuclei re-
ceived similar numbers of boutons per L5B neuron, the APT
received denser bouton clouds, with a clear somatotopic pro-
jection map in the horizontal plane. In the dorsal ZI, the L5B
bouton clouds were distributed in large volumes with low density
and low somatotopic precision. Both nuclei send GABAergic
projections to many brain areas, including the PO, allowing
complex cortico–subcortical interactions (2, 23, 24).
In summary, in all target nuclei investigated we found largely

segregated L5B bouton clouds and projection maps that were
predictable from the relative locations of virus deposits in the BC,
together demonstrating somatotopic organization of L5B sub-
cortical pathways. Consequently, L5B transfers multiple symmetry-
and rotation-modified whisker maps from the BC to the thalamus
and the anterior midbrain. The partial overlap of projections indi-
cates some intermixing of the parallel pathways. However, whether
individual postsynaptic neurons sample all available boutons from a
few barrel columns or instead have a selection bias to specific origins
awaits confirmation on the ultrastructural level. Thus, the L5B
projection mapping points to a labeled lines organization, but the
exact specificity of these labels, i.e., the exact set of encoded whis-
kers, depends on the innervation model, which here is assumed to be
random. On anatomical grounds, a labeled lines organization aligns
with previous functional studies, which revealed that POmlateral
neurons respond to a specific set of two to four whiskers (8) resulting
from cortical L5B giant bouton input (7, 18).
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Fig. 4. Quantification of projection parameters. Parameter estimates of L5B
subcortical projections for each target nucleus. (A) Probability histogram of
bouton diameters (only GFP-labeled) in the different nuclei as indicated by
different colors. (B–F) The value for each experiment (both GFP and mOr-
ange) is represented by black circles, and the median of all experiments is
represented by gray lines. Black lines at the top of the panel indicate which
nuclei are significantly different from each other (Wilcoxon signed rank test,
P < 0.05). (B) The number of boutons in different nuclei, normalized by the
number of labeled L5B neurons (median = 91 L5B neurons; Q1: 50, Q3: 141).
(C) Bouton cloud volumes in different nuclei normalized by the number of
labeled L5B neurons (median = 91 L5B neurons; Q1: 50, Q3: 141). (D) Bouton
cloud densities (the ratio of bouton number to cloud volume). (E) Soma
densities from NeuroTrace staining measured in a subsample of sections in
two experiments. (F) The number of boutons per target cell (ratio of bouton
densities to neuron densities).
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Corticothalamic Convergence and Divergence.We estimate that one
L5B neuron supplies on average 24.4 boutons to the POmlateral,
comparable to previously published single-neuron tracing esti-
mates in the rat (5). However, L5B projection neurons are probably
an inhomogeneous population in terms of target specificity (5). The
fractions of L5B neurons projecting to particular target areas and not
to others influence our quantitative estimates of the number of bou-
tons per L5B neuron. As a first approximation, we report values under
the assumption that all labeled L5B neurons project to all targets.
The number of cortical neurons converging onto a single sub-

cortical target neuron (convergence) and the number of subcortical
target neurons innervated by one cortical neuron (divergence) are
hitherto untested. In the POmlateral, on average 8.1 L5B boutons are
supplied to each target neuron, based on the ratio between labeled
bouton and soma densities. Because of the overlap of cortico-
thalamic projections, however, it can be assumed that additional
unlabeled boutons are also present; thus 8.1 boutons is a lower-
bound estimate. Because several boutons of the same L5B axon
can innervate a POmlateral dendrite, it is likely that single L5B
neurons connect to POmlateral neurons with more than one bouton.
Recent functional convergence estimates of the pathway suggested

on average ≈2.5 independent L5B inputs (7). Because multiple
contacts of the same L5B neuron with a POm neuron appear as a
single functional input in physiological experiments, the results can
be combined to the following convergence estimate: on average, 2.5
L5B neurons (7) provide a minimum of 8.1 giant boutons contacting
the postsynaptic POm neuron, resulting in at least 3.2 (8.1/2.5) giant
boutons between individual L5B and POmlateral neurons.
Setting those 3.2 giant boutons between individual neurons in

relation with 24.4 boutons per labeled L5B neuron in the POmlateral,
an average L5B neuron is estimated to innervate at most 7.5 (24.4/
3.2) neurons in the POmlateral. These estimates suggest very low
divergence and convergence, indicating that the L5B-to-POm
pathway is sparse and highly parallelized.
The data presented here suggest that L5B neurons of the BC are

the origin of a subcortical signal pathway organized by “labeled
lines” with mostly parallel and topographic projections but some
mixing. In concert with a dense quadruple innervation field of the
higher-order nucleus PO, the spike output from L5B in the BC is
broadcast with high functional efficacy and anatomical precision via
PO’s widespread cortical projections (2, 27) to other cortical and
subcortical areas.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were done according to the guidelines of German animal
welfare and were approved by the ethical committees of the Technical
University of Munich. Small deposits of two different AAVs (encoding Syn-
aptophysin fused to GFP or mOrange) were targeted to L5B in the BC of
seven mice. Next, we obtained slices of the thalamus and anterior midbrain,
which were imaged by mosaic confocal microscopy. We reconstructed the
location of labeled giant L5B boutons in the target areas to quantify the
organization of cortico–subcortical L5B innervation. Values are provided as
the median and first and third quartiles if not specified otherwise. Details
about materials, surgery, microscopy and analysis are presented in SI Text.
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Fig. 6. PO whisker projection maps. Schematic drawings of L5B-derived
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